Date 14.03.14
Acorn

Acorn
Note from teacher
The children have worked very hard in Class Acorn this week. They have been
very busy preparing for their class assembly and have also enjoyed learning
about fire fighters and fire safety.
Have a lovely weekend!

‘Fire fighters’

Class Acorn’s assembly
I have heard how well Class Acorn’s assembly
went today and I was so disappointed to have
missed it. I am really looking forward to returning
to Class Acorn to catch up with all their news.
Literacy
This week in literacy the children have been
writing imaginative stories about fire fighters.
We read the story ‘Fireman Sam’ for inspiration
and then the children wrote their own stories
using themselves as the main character.
The children also labelled pictures of firefighters and their equipment. The children
thought very carefully about the sounds in the
words and were able to use their fantastic
phonics skills to try and write some quite complex
words independently.
The children also role played working in the fire
stations office. They answered the phone and
recorded all the incidents. They wrote what
equipment would be needed and the emergency
level of the incident.
This week’s mathematics homework is…

Fill in the missing numbers on the train carriages.
Write your numbers very carefully remembering
how to form the number correctly.

This week we have been discussing how fire
fighters help us. We discussed the different
incidents that fire fighters attend to and the
children enjoyed sharing their own experiences of
fire fighters.
We also discussed fire safety and thought of
some rules to help us stay safe.

Sport Relief - Friday 21st March 2014
We are all looking forward to a fun day next
Friday supporting ‘Sport Relief’ and ‘Jimmy’s
Night Shelter’ by wearing our pyjamas or onesies
to school or by coming to school dressed as a
sporting star! Our community assembly will have a
sport inspired theme and fun activities will be
taking place during the day.
.

Notices


Parents Consultation meetings-Monday 24th March
-Wednesday 2nd April



Easter Activity Morning-Wednesday 2nd
April

Best wishes
Mrs Speed and Selina
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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